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Systems Thinking

https://socialinsilico.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/systems-thinking-iceberg.png

Design Thinking

Source: Luka, I (2014)
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 Empathize
 Collaborate – Especially having users involved early
 Accelerate learning through visualization, hands-on experimentation, and
creating quick prototypes
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Some say Design Thinking
is not a process, but it is a
“toolbox”
Note: the design thinking process is not the same as a “Design Sprint” which is something specific and
requires dedicated stakeholder support for 5-days.
A “Design Sprint” method is built upon a collection of design thinking exercises.
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Source of image: http://www.mailasail.com/Communication/Iridium-Handheld-SatPhones-Overview
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Source:
John Rainford,
2020
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Example of how to look at business model
opportunities with systems thinking tools
like the Darwin Matrix

Source:
John Rainford, 2020
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 Fundamentally systems thinking will give you radical innovation; Design thinking will

give you incremental innovation
 However, design thinking with a strong systems thinking basis can help teams develop
more radical innovations
 The more experimentation the better – “fail fast and cheap”
 Quick, simple prototypes also help grasp a potential implementation well before too
many resources are spent in development
Key tip for good Design Thinking:
 Never get too caught up with the first idea that the group thinks of
 Often the goal is to fail quickly and frequently so that learning can occur
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DESIGN LEADER
1.

Be selective in choosing which organizations to work with – they should be interested
to invest in design, check the willingness to change across the organization.
Sometimes successfully introducing design involves a significant cultural
transformation.

2.

Work with senior leaders to build strong intent and an embedded culture of design.

3. Be a systems thinker – some higher systems of the

organization may need an overhaul.

4.

Focus on human interactions and social processes

5.

Exercise well-directed discipline when implementing new processes

6.

Kill some sacred cows

7.

Help the organization to learn more about itself from experience
Source: “Design Thinking” by Thomas Lockwood
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 Systems thinking helps students understand complex problems of the world that they








will have to face more and more in the future, and gives them the tools to deal with such
issues
Can improve curiosity, motivation (and self-discovery) and increase understanding and
retention.
Students can contribute to real problem-solving and exploration of the solution space
More ideas equals access to better ideas. Students have the time to produce ideas.
Better ideas lead to better design. Students can expand our thinking.
Improves empathy for others, and teaches important team-work skills
Develops other skills that are often missed in the education experience (presentation
skills) and can increase self-confidence

 Could drive innovation in teaching. Allows for continuous improvement in teaching
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 If schools were more open, they would be more likely to work with business or

other societal stakeholders

 Teaching would continually evolve to suit the needs of students, the customer

 Parents would be more satisfied, and would become more involved as

representatives and eventually become more empowered to coach their kids
through life.

 Schools can become a more important stakeholder in society. Not just a passive

stakeholder but more and more of an active one in the local community.
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 You can’t expect long-term success of your design without applying some systems

thinking especially for more complex products and business models

 Choose the design thinking methodology most appropriate for the given problem at

hand. For example, if it is a very complex system, emphasize more the systems thinking,
or earlier parts of the process.

 Increase the understanding of design thinking in your organization, and communicate

openly about occasional bad practices, to help put the method into practice and fit
inside the given organizational structure to improve the outcome.

 The design thinking process is not a replacement for good creative design skills and

likewise it is not a replacement for good systems thinking skills.

 It is just a tool that helps to position the creative designer and helps them to benefit

from the collaborative work between the team members and ensures the users’ needs
are considered throughout the process of designing anything.
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Thank you for your attention!

Contacts & Questions :
Maryjean.burer@heig-vd.ch
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